WHITEPAPER 1.0

Introduction
Catecoin has emerged as the king of cat-themed
tokens. With the introduction of the Rise of Cats P2E
game and its Catpay ecosystem, Catecoin is poised
to take on Dogecoin head on in Web 3.0 dominance.
CateFarm is the first rewards based token that allows
its holders to passively earn both Catecoin and
Catpay! CateFarm will also offer special NFTs that
confer additional rewards to holders and will create
a farm-themed metaverse for the Catecoin
community to gather and own a plot of virtual
farmland!

Enjoy HUGE Rewards:
The Catecoin community is one of the strongest and most active in crypto. Given
their dedication, we believe Catecoin holders should have an opportunity to
easily accumulate even more Catecoin and Catpay through high yield methods.
A portion of all buy and sell orders of CateFarm will be used to purchase
Catecoin and Catpay, which will in turn be distributed to holders! The higher the
volume of buys and sells, the more rewards are generated!

DISCLAIMER
CateFarm (CATEFARM) and the information provided in this whitepaper do not constitute
investment advice, trading advice or any other type of financial advice. Do your own research
and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. Cryptocurrency
investments are volatile and high risk in nature. Don't invest more than what you can afford to
lose. Thank you.

CateFarm

Benefits to Catecoin and Catpay:
The Catecoin and Catpay charts will be positively influenced by all the
Catecoin and Catpay purchase orders, which will occur whether CateFarm
is bought or sold. Passively earn Catecoin and Catpay, while also
increasing the value of those tokens through CateFarm transactions. It’s a
win-win situation! Additionally, Catecoin and Catpay will enjoy increased
exposure through the publicity of having its own dedicated farming token.

NFTs
The team plans on releasing highly valuable CateFarm NFTs, some of which
will be randomly airdropped to holders through promotional events. The
NFTs will contain specialized rewards that will kick your earning power into
an even higher gear! Catecoin NFTs will also be occasionally rewarded to
CateFarm holders.

CateFarm

Metaverse:
As if there weren’t enough reasons to invest in CateFarm, a farm-themed
gathering place in the metaverse will be created called CateWorld. Here, the
Catecoin community will have a place to come together, have fun, trade NFTs,
and even own a plot of virtual farmland! The plot of land will be upgradable
through completing tasks, winning competitions, or purchasing add-ons through
an NFT marketplace. CateWorld will be the purrfect place to raise a litter of
virtual cats.

Deflationary:
Manual burn events will coincide with special events and contests. These events
will make CateFarm an even more valuable asset as the supply of tokens is
reduced.

.

CateFarm
Catecoin Reasons:
-#1 cat-themed meme token
-Competitor to dogecoin with relatively low market cap
-Huge potential for future gains
-170k+ holders and growing
-Not yet listed on Binance or Coinbase
-CateArmy - extremely loyal and dedicated community
-Tap Maestro and TAParmy support
-Rise of Cats P2E game
-Cat NFTs
-2% reflections for holding
-15% APY for staking
-Meme dApp with earning potential for meme creators
-CatPad IDO platform

Catpay Reasons:
-Low market cap gem
-6k+ holders and growing
-Payment method for dApps
-Rewards token for Rise of Cats game
-Soon to be integrated into a growing number of dApps that will use
Catpay as reward
-Staking to come in the future
-Proposed burn – 50% of supply

-Supported by Catecoin community

CateFarm Reasons:
-Passively earn high yield rewards of Catecoin and Catpay by holding
CateFarm
-Low market cap gem
-Founded by team of OG top tier devoted Catecoin holders (CateArmy),
determined to make Catecoin, Catpay, and CateFarm a success
-Some CateFarm team members are members of TAParmy
-High volume of purchase orders benefits Catecoin and Catpay charts
-Attracts attention to Catecoin
- Contests & Giveaways
-CateWorld metaverse for Catecoin community to congregate and have
fun (coming)
-CateWorld plots of upgradable virtual farmland (coming)
-NFT marketplace with rewards boosters (coming)

CateFarm
Buy/Sell Tax - 13%

Total Supply = 1,000,000,000 (1 Billion)

Follow us!
https://catefarm.io

https://t.me/catefarmbsc

https://twitter.com/catefarmbsc

https://www.faceboook.com/catefarm

https://www.reddit.com/r/CateFarm

THANK YOU!

